We welcome Murray S Lamont-Dunedin, New Zealand as a new member and the renewal of Eldon Addy. Thanks to both and good DXing.

**DATE----CALL----LOCATION--------DX CALENDAR-KCS-----CLUB--------TIME ALL EST--**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>16</th>
<th>KDTH</th>
<th>Dubuque</th>
<th>Iowa</th>
<th>N Y</th>
<th>1240</th>
<th>N R C-ALL</th>
<th>2:00 - 2:30 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>WLBZ</td>
<td>Bangor</td>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>NNRC</td>
<td>5:00 - 6:00 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>WATN</td>
<td>Watertown</td>
<td>N Y</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>N R C-ALL</td>
<td>2:00 - 2:30 AM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WATN-WATERTOWN N Y** Well here we are again, ready for another swell program from WATN and Mr. Righter. We have "Long Hair"-"Short Hair"-"No Hair" so maybe this time we will find a new one. Anyway let us all be in there for WATN and I am sure that you will find it a very enjoyable half hour or so. Mr. Righter has repeatedly asked for your requests and they will be played. Remember the date is MARCH 1st this time.

**KPKW-PASCO WASH** Boys here is a chance to log one of the newer stations. It is believed that the only station causing interference will be WEXL who have been contacted and asked to stand by for at least a portion of this DX. Mr. Walter Mott is the chief engineer and is very anxious for reports as well as you fellows are to log KPKW. It is believed that the above date will afford the best time to try for this station, so be on hand and show that you are real DXers. Reports to Mr. Mott, whom we thank for broadcasting this DX program for us.

Arranged by Ray Sahlbach.

**ELDON ADDY-MARCUS IA** DX here past 2 weeks very poor due to sun spots and lots of static. Reports out to KROD-KBON-WORD-KLX-XET-WDBO-WPAT, very poor signal, but good enough for a report. CJVI-WRVA-KMOK-KMAC-KSJB. Veries in from KIUP-KIEM-CCKB-JCRL-KSO-KBNE-KLX-WBKR-KDKA. No sign of CJOR here. Need help on station on 730 kcs., 2/12 Mexican station broadcasting dance records from 1:15-1:45 AM CST. Sounded like KEX to me. Can anyone help me as I have a swell report. No sign of CKWX from 4-5 here. Doubt if he was on as 2XD and 2GZ were having a battle on 990 kcs. One had classical music and the other had a talk. IYA was extra loud that morning and KSJA-1010 kc was Q4 R7. Also KGU and KGMB coming in like locals. Wish WATN would change day or hour of tests as all I get is KICA or KCOR. After KUJ for 2 weeks but all I get is that Mexican. Talking about daytime reception, can anyone beat this. Veries in today from CFQC for NRC DX and KGGM. Hope sun spots let up for those swell specials, especially CP-3 TG0 and KPQ.

**RAY EDGE-BUFFALO N Y** Only new one heard since last report was WCMA-1230 kc in Corinth, Miss testing on 2/19 when I was trying for CKPG. Of course no CKPG heard although WCPO went off from 3:45-4 AM. WCMA really topped WCPO and rolled in here very strong. Verie in today 2/20 from WPAT for NRC-DX. No others in sight. Spanish letter from CMHK, but don't know a word is says. Hope it's a verie. No WMCA heard Monday morning and no KVAN-KOVO. KNX-KJBS-KFVD-KFNB were also rolling in, yet KFI-KGER-KLX could not be heard. WKEY caught at s/on SUN AM at 7:28 AM EST, but a lot of WEXL. No WINC-WHGB hrd SUN AM at 7:30, so maybe they have changed their s/on for that day.
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KCS CALL
570 KGKO Fort Worth, Tex expected to change call very soon to KERA. Last chance may be check on 3/14 2:15-2:30 AM EST (E Cooper-Brooklyn)

WMCA New York City not hrd with alnite program MON AMs. (Duffy-Edge)

580 WLL Will Urbana, Ill checks 2nd SUN 2-2.30. QRM from CKBX-WDEO-KMJ (Lefty)

590 KGMB Honolulu, Haw sign off 7:30 AM EST. vs Ernest Lindemann, ce (Duggan)

630 CMQ? Circuito CMQ station on this channel too (Lefty)

640 HOK Colon, Pansame s/off 11 PM EST, vs Wm G Hill (Duggan-Johanss)

740 CMFB Havana, Cuba is here as I thought, confirmed by Radio Guia (Lefty)

830 CMER Havana is the Cuban here, daytime only by Radio Guia (Lefty)

860 CMBL Havana, Cuba is on here by Radio Guia (Lefty)

870 ??? Who is gqgsk speaker on top here at 8PM etes? (Lefty)

900 Birmingham get a new daytime-religious IKW on this xfreq (Lefty)

950 CMBC Havana is the station here, says Radio Guia (Lefty)

990 XET Monterrey, N L Mex El Pregonero Del Norte S.A.-Apartado 203, vs R de la Gaya, Depto, do Continuidad says 4/6 a DX-URDNC (Johanss)

1105 HJCB Bogota, Col. vs Roberto Ramirez, Gerente; QRA Calle 16 No 4-34

Bogota. Verie in 5 weeks. (Maley)

1150 CMBQ Havana is on here, and n't CMQG. (Lefty)

1230 WKVM Arecibo, P.R. often easy 5:30-5:50 AM EST, YL announcer, program of tunes for Service Men in P.R., all in English (Lefty)

CJCJ Calgary, Alta s/off 3AM, might be logged by some. Received butc2 correct reports on their ill fated DX. (Lefty)

KGAK Gallup, N M hrd testing 2/15 3:55-4:55 AM EST. Try em (Kmuse)

WCMA Corinth, Miss hrd 2/19 equipt test, WCPG off 3:45-4, and no KPGP. Seemed like first test so watch em boys (Bartholomew-Edge)

WJNO W Palm Beach, Fla F/C 2nd TUES 3:30-3:45. vs Otis C Wright, ce. Reg sign off 12/05 and SUN 1, 5 AM F/C for DKers & RCA (Johanss)

1240 KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif test irr., hrd 2/16 4:05-4:15. W L Murtough, ce (Johanss)

1280 WGBF Evansville, Ind may be deleted within 6 mos (Lefty) / (Kmuse)

1290 KHSF Chico, Calif s/off 3AM, no set tests yet. E P Milburn, ce (Johanss)

1300 CMAN Pinar del Rio, vs Amado Trinidad Velasco, Pres de RHC (Duggan)

1320 WNEL San Juan, P.R changing to 860 kc, not 960 as listed last wk (Lefty)

1330 CMCB Havana Cuba, operation of this station has been suspended (Lefty)

1350 WKNZ Oil City, Penn is now in regular operation. (Lefty)

1380 CMHK Cruces, Cuba; QRA Estacion Radio Difusora CMHK de la Casa Virgilio Apardato 79 Heredia 61 vs Virgilio Villanueva Jr. (Johanss)

1390 WFBK & KGER Don't forget those THANK YOU CARDS or LETTERS (Lefty)

1400 KFPW Ft Smith, Ark F/C 4:25-4:40, arr as reg mo F/C. Hrd 2/13 (Johanss)

KTSS Emporia, Kan, ce says test only occasionally between 1-6 AM, hrd 2/14 3-3:07. Paul Daniels, ce. (Johanss)

WATW Ashland, Wisc. Address rpts to H Hahbacka, ce or Joe Selner, asst engr. F/C 1st WED 4-4:30 AM. Reg s/off 12 MDT (Johanss)

1420 WWSP St Albins, Vt F/C 2nd MON at 2AM. T H Boisvert, ce. (Johanss)

1460 VOUS Ft Pepperell, Nfld. Remember their DX and here is full QRA;--- HQ Newfoundland Base CommandFort Pepperell APO 862 % Postmaster, New York, N.Y. Signer of letter was Ray Owen, 1st Lt CAC Information-Education Officer. (Bartholomew-Lefty)

1480 CMJO Ciego de Avila "Cndes Populares" identified as Spick here until 2:10 AM SUN AM. FEIS shows em on 1470 kc, as does Radio Guia (Maley)

1490 WDOT South Bend, Ind f/C EV THURS 2-2:30 AM EST per verie. J Willson, ce

WSTP Salisbury, N C vs Carlson Watson, ce; s/off MDT (Duggan) / (Rolley)

WDCN Durham, N C F/C 2nd TUE 2:35-4. W S Hill, ce; s/off 12:07 (Johanss)

While on the subject of THANK YOU CARDS or LETTERS, remember KGER-WFBK AND ALSO remember WCPO for signing off for our CKPG DX. Even though CKPG didn't come thru for most of us, at least we got a new station, those who got up to tune, WCMA was on and were very strong, easily copied. So WCPO deserves that thank you as well as if CKPG had been heard by us all. DO IT NOW.
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730 kc

550 WOHS Shelby, N.C. 1360 WPPA Pottsville, Penn
1340 WGNI Wilmington, N.C. 1450 WHSC Hartsville, S.C.
1340 WKUL Cullman, Alabama 1490 WCNR Concord, N. Hamp
1340 WDSR Lake City, Florida 1490 WTVL Waterville, Maine.

Len Kruse says to watch for these stations testing very soon, \*WATCH THEM.\*

1240 WMOX Meridian, Miss 1340 KJMMX**************
1300 KHOP Brawley, Calif. 1450 KCMJ Palm Springs, Calif.

RALPH JOHANNES-BUFFALO N Y Looks like WAGC brought out Chattanooga as did WDOD on every nite till 5 AM. and SAT nite till 3, also WMCA keeping KUTA out with 24 hr sked, on since 2/15. Nix on CKWX and CKPG and KVUP had company, funny how nice some stations stand by, like WCPO-WPBL-KGER. WCPO again off for our CKPG DX 3:43-4, but sunspots brought only a poor WMCA test instead of CKPG, but CMKY came in strong after WSMB s/off 3AM, and s/off 3:30 and mentioned Cooper-Patton-Roberts-Burnham etc.; 2/18 Hrd WMPR test off & on 3:35-5:03, also KPPW; 2/19 WPGA 4:20-4:45 dedicated F/C to Irish of NRC; 2/13 WHIZ was unable to add more time for special but come in strong and clear here; A few veries appeared again, nice letters by CHSJ, soon to be 5KW in pale grey across letter, also program; XET nice & fast back 2/9 ftp on 2/16; CMHK Spick Verie; WJNO hopes to put on a strictly DX sometime; KHSLS says dir Ant N-S; KKQV by P G S Wasser for 2/12 alnite strike rpt, Sked 6:43-12:30 SUN 12Mdx; KILO for 1/16 test; KTSD for 2/14 TEST; WJRA by ce who answers: CJCS by Jim Essex; WDNC likes to be of service; KFSD with S's stamps by Algys Phreener, Pro Dir; WATW Joe Selner who found my 10/3 rtt hidden in office stuff; WAGC is an indefinite and a penny card; KECA W 5 Davidson, Pro Mgr; 2/19 and I got a shovel snow again, OK Len. Get KDKH to verify on letter head on their DX. TXx for letter Pat and Morse those razzberries look good. Hear 5th has power for WATN. "Hair Rasin" test. 3/1 Hrd WATN 2/7 3:21 testing; was this right Harry? Hallicrafters has a $79.50 Model S-40 announced.

LEFTY COOPER-BROOKLYN N Y Rpts outvto WKHZ-XEAI-WKVM-WHIZ-CJAD. Veries rec from KROF-KALL at last-KTEC to make total 1087 and I'm trying for that 1100 mark. WMCA's sked of 24 hrd is apparently without any breaks at all. Radio Guia says CMGB is deleted or suspended (Lefty don't go too much by that publication as that too has been all wet many times) 2/12 Up all AM and sun spots very bad, but I poured a bottle of Carbona in set and all was OK (removed all spots) KTI-KPO nil. Circuito CMC station on 630 kc and off at 12:33 with rest of chain. WRRW caught at s/off at 12:07; WKHZ was first hrd at 1:30 in clear and were on till 5 asking for rpts, R-8 here with only slight trouble from WEXL. WNYC on till 3 covering Tug Boat strike-WHAT was silent; WPBF had Aux Xmtr test 1:45-2; XEAI had fine sig and took him for a rtp-still another optimist. Unidentified checks were on 1400 2:30-3 and at 4:40 someone testing a 1490. WKVM was a cham at 5:30 until 5:50 with early show, he eliminated WCPO and gave WTH a good battle. Submitted a few rtt's for new WDOD record show 1-3, a traitor. Hi. If I win the Victory Bond then I'll laugh. 2/13 WHIZ swell on surprise dedication; 2/15 CKWX nil here, bless WATN's little heart; 2/16 Caught WJPF s/off 3:09. That late PM picked up CJAD for lstvtime with plenty of static, not much CKLW; 2/18 Tried to land KVAN-CFDR but buzzing terrible and no dice. Something 1450-5:30 on but too weak to bring in. Still hearing someone s/off at 5:53 on 1490 kc and WSP on top at 6 s/on. WOLF also s/off 6 AM and off at 2 AM. To Jim Davis-"Who are the Rochester Royals?" Same things as your Brooklyn Dodgers, only the Royals play baseball. I'm wondering how Pat Reilley DXes with his knowls-Hi. To Eric Who is WKREW???

AL BARTHOLOMEW-CORNING N Y Well WCPO went off OK and heard WMCA testing 2:4 AM or later on 1200 kc's so no CKPG hrd. Signal strenght poor anyway. EALL card verie in yesterday.
JAMES C KAUPER ETM 3/C Cleveland, Ohio

Well another change of QRA, this time very unexpectedly. Caught Rheumatic Fever and they shipped me here. Have been here just a week and I feel fine.

Great Lakes, Ill

Probably be here for another month or so and then my QRA will probably be changed to Dublin, Ga or Jacksonville, Fla. (OK Jim and lets hope you get out of the hospital soon, and good luck on your change, and how about a few letters boys, drop Jim a line-Pop)

JOE ENZ-BROOKLYN N Y

March selections on DX 1/8 of CJCJ played at exact time I heard them so Mr Mack Pro Mgr sent a swell letter of verification stating selections are correct also said I was one of the fortunate few to hear their DX, how many got them?? Rpts out to KTBW-WSON-WMPD-CFAB-ONly veries in lately are from CBO-HIUP-CJCJ. (Well Joe I didn't get CJCJ)

STAN MORSB-BRADFORD MASS 2/11 Reception poor--Sun spots I guess. WDOD with ainite request program also hrd WAGC-WDAD-WLAD-WBAC-WINK testing and WFIL WPEN-WIP on with strike news; Hooray got a new tractor today, boy are we lucky. 2/12 Verie from KUJ a card by Virginia Shick; WEIM a card & KSD. 2/13 Verie from WBBZ finishes up N Eng; all active stations verified; 2/16 OMVKY hrd well thru WSBM and better after WSMB signed; The 2 new airliners WMCA-R-9 plus here and WDOD R 5-6, two more channels all buttoned up tight. (Now WEDC and a 1400 kc airliner to top it off and I'll feel like giving DX a rest for a few years) (Well Stan WEDC hasn't showed up as yet, so hope) 1946 "Broadcasting" yearbook, 580 pages of info including their excellent station list arrived.

BOB BROWN-GOSHEN IND

Since last rpt veries in from KGNU-KWBR and rpts out to XEX-XKAC-XZBB-WODD-WZMB-KECA-XKAT-KTSW-WORD-WAPA. You cant call that DX but I dont have em verified so might as well send them rpts. Wonder how these Mexicans will respond this year? Have rpts out to 6 already. KTSW & WHBQ seem to test at same time, could copy KTSW but not WHBQ; LYA & KGMB were R-8 this AM when I got up for CKWX. CKWX couldnt even be heard after KPWB s/off and the channel was clear. I'll have to hear of these specials sometime. I hope its TGO. I'm going to devote this SUN AM to TPs. If I can hit LYA R-8 some other stuff should come in. Guess I should send LYA a rpt, surely dont need another verie from them tho. FOR MALEY-YVLRK QRA is P.O. Box 347 Maracaibo, Venezuela. For LEFFY's "Radio Salas" used to be CMEM-COBZ. BUT that was in April 1941 and info taken from "Radio-Guia" for that month. Aslo LEFFY-My old list shows XVRE on 1080 kcs. (CMEM-COBZ is still listed at Radio Salas in Jan 46 Radio Guia and still a full page ad. so maybe still is-Pop)(Also their ad lists them as on 830 kcs and in back of book in lists its 950 kc and QRA San Rafael 106-Pop) FEBIS also 950 kc.

BOB DUGGAN-MACON GA

Veries from KGMB-CMAN-WUMS-HOK-WSTP. Rpts out to WQBC-XET-WPAC-KGMB-WBZ-KEBO. Verie on WUMS on 45 & 5 watts. HOK sends nice card WQBC tested 2:30-2:45 2/9; XET tested 4AM also; WPAC was fair on its DX. President of RH-Cadena Azul network verifies all of their stations. So any rpts to Cuban Xmtrs who carry RHC should be addressed to Amado Trinidad Velasco, Presidente de RHC; Prado 53; Havana. He usually verifies on his personal stationery in Spanish.

BERNIE DUFFY-STATEN ISLAND N Y

2/14 I logged WHMC s/off after test at 2:45 on 890 kcs and was quite loud. At 3-3:10 some unidentified station tested on 1400 kc, their calls seemed to begin with a "K" and end with "WX"? Was it KTSW? I believe KTUC was hrd playing Easy to Remember0Hard to Forget at 3:52 on that same AM. WHIT had full command of 1450 kcs during their reg test at 5AM same day. Pete and I got our Hallicrafters Sky Champs 10 days after ordering them, they're great. (OK Bernie, you guys are really lucky getting those receivers so fast, the other boys will be drooling now.

Just a note boys. I (Pop) was up MON AM for KOVO and KVAN, needless to say neither were heard, altho KECA-KFMB-KNKL rolled in, and KGBL-KLX-KHJ-KFI-Could not be heard, also KFCC-KJBS easily copied, KEJP on 1150 rolling in. Seems that reception is all wet, or is it me?? Any answers on this ??
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VINCE STASSEN—PHILADELPHIA PA Not much here. Veries in from WORK-WOAR-WAGE-KFAR—WSAN—WTSP—WOW—WDBB—Reports to WTMA—WDDY—KYUM—WORD—WGRR—WSO—WOOS—WIND—WMFD. WGBR—WSON—WMFD—KYUM—WOOS—WORD all hrd on F/C 2/15. Conditions still lousy here, was fair the 15th. Wish I would hang onto a few of those SAS-TAS and TPs these guys are hearing. Maybe I pass right over them. Remember a few years back I hrd LRL in Argentina never did get a verie but they were plenty loud here. Thats about all I’ve heard, then maybe I’ve got the wrong location but if I can pick up the 1 KW on coast and 250w in Arizona, I ought to be able to hear a few big foreign stations. They’ll come m a few days, I hope (you and me both Vince) Say fellows how about listing the freq of the SAS-TAS and TPs when you report hearing them. For instance Duggan lists CB114 being hrd for 5 nites straight but no freq. I have no log of those so it would help a lot. (OK Vince I’ll list em if they send them in and by the way drop a card to Mr. Norman F Kriebel F B I S 1424 "K" St N.W. Washington 25, D.C. and ask for a copy of "Broadcasting Stations of the World" by long and medium wave according to frequency. This will be sent you free of charge and lists all stations except those on the continental U.S. Enclues includes those in Puerto Rico-Hawaii-Alaska etc.—Pop)

GRANT BATESON—WESTFIELD N Y A week swell on DX and veries. 2/11 WPAT DX was well received; 2/13 WHIZ a good show and hrd well, also 7:48-8PM WKAT on 1360 topped everything Q4 R9. 2/16 CMKY on DX hrd thru WSMB—KCOR, good enough for rpt, also muffed first chance of hearing KSRO on 1350 who s/off at 3:30 that AM. Veries in from WEMH—HOK—WMT—KTMS for 11/7/45 rpt and ZFY—SW. Someone asked about Spick on 1590, its XEMC and they play popular tunes around 2AM; CKWX not hrd due to lousy conditions, so MTS card sent. KIUP program messed up by unknown; 2/17 WAGC testing under WWDC at 3AM.

PAT REILLEY—JAMESTOWN N Y Not much DX here this week due to noise and sunspots I suppose; only new verie was WHP; 2/12 WKRR for new one, very noisy here; 2/13 WDNB checked 3:55; WHIZ for Club; WAGC off and on all AM; WHOT at 3:58 while the 2 pests were off; 2/14 Bad 72 mile gale and even too noisy to hear locals; 2/15 KFEL with Spick program at 3:33; KTSW tested at 4:25; WQMI checked at 4:35, not a peep out of CKWX for over 2 hours; 2/16 KANS at 2:31; KTHC at 3:18; KWSC at 2:25; CMKY was hrd but all messed up by WSMB and one with cycle tone; 2/17 Too damn noisy, a nice blizzard here. 2/18 Very noisy and back to bed. Ted Kilin at WEMH said he remembered me from a rpt back in 1941 Hi-Hi. (Suppose with Green ink and all—Pop)

MURRAY S LAMONT—DUNEDIN N Z Have been DXing since 1938 but was in a town location then and DX there was not so good. However I had 3 years in the Army and on my discharge got hold of a shack out at the seaside where there is plenty of room for antennas etc. Use a Beverage NE 800 ft long 16 ft high for the States and one 350 ft long 200 ft high in a W sterly direction for everything else. Total veries number 308 and best ones are from WMOH—WHEN—WLAY—WINS—WHP—WOPJ—WBB—WSON—WDP—WNR—WCOA—WTRB—WPO—KONT—KVSC—KHUB—KEYS—KOOS—KAVE—KPB—KPTF—KPB—KJYI—CTPA—CFPB—CFPG the last 4 are my best Canucks. Logsins recently are AFDA—WKRZ—WGLA—KCOR—KTNZ DX—WCRS—WROX—KWKB—WGB—NZ DX—KAND—KHNR—KXDA—WHTB—WNOE—WIT—CKNN—KWI—KORE—KFUN—NZ DX—WDDY—WPS—WEMH—WISK—KOTA—KGNU. Member of both New Zealand DX clubs. Am 23 years old. Stations that have not replied are KVNC—WHLO—KCMC—KML—KEW—KHF—WHIT—KCFJ—WVC—KOMC—WMTL—KSN—KVOL—KVIC all of which are rather hard to hear out here. (OK Murray, very glad to have you with us and lots of swell DX to you and Eric, whom we are here at Buffalo had the pleasure of meeting personally a couple times. Good luck to you both)

LEO HERZ—CHICAGO ILL Got a couple veries from KSTP and WTOP this week, and reports went out to WMRO—KPRC. Incidently KPRC was the last station I reported to in 1942 but they never answered, hope they feel better by now.

BERNIE DUFFY adds that KRIS on 1360 and WDDY on 1310 kc have dance programs till 3 AM EST every SUN morning and come in there excellent. Also by Pop that he heard WCMA testing on 1230 when trying for CFPG, so got one of 2.
SID STEELE-LOUISVILLE KY Logged KCOR along with the rest of youse guys—finally on 2/7. No verie yet. WAGC on same AM with test and was also a new one. WMGA and KVOP at 3:45; 2/9 Caught KTBS with a studio program, so sent for a verie for contest. WAQV logged for the first time in daytime (to boot) behind WLAP on 2/10; The c.e. was surely surprised for the report. Said it was probably due to the sun spots. Funny thing, Vincennes is only about 100 miles away and Lexington is 75 and yet only signal on 1450 in daytime is WLAP with R-9. Sun spots also affected WPAT DX. He completely faded out of the picture at times. After staying around for 45 min I got a lot of program material, however. The same AM KVWC on F/C at 3:45; KNET at 4:45 and KRBC at 4:50; 2/13 Up for WGBK again with no luck. WJBK-WWSW were off 4-4:15; WHOT heard 4-4:05 and then off. Then 1490 was clear for 10 min. Veries in from WEIM-WAGC and WAQV.

WALT BISHOP-REMBESLAER N Y Only put in one nite at the set this week but it was a profitable one for me. Logged 10 new ones with 250W and 2 of 1KW. New ones are KQY-WNYC-WKREZ-WRAL-WMFF-JWMC-WJNO-WPBY-WMFR-WISE-WORD. These were logged on the 12th AM. Logged on 2/17 at 9AM WIBE-WKREZ is the new one on 1340 in Oil City, Pa. Only 7 veries received this week, WBYN by W Pariss, Pro Dir; WHEB p Lindsay, ce; WTAG E A Browning, ce; WKL J F Steadly, ce; KNX L H Powman, ce; WFBP by card no signer; WABC by card, no signer. By the way this is all the worse card I have to date. It is a SWL card made over to cover WABC. For an outfit like WABC, it sticks and how. Log stands at 176 Hrd and 73 veries. Pop had swell letter from Ed Slater and if things work out we may try to make that Convention. Sure would like to meet some of the gang. (OK Walt, just make those plans for over Labor Day and I'll guarantee you a swell time. Pop)

LEN KRUSE-DUBUQUE IA The latest DX activities at this location was only fair but several good contacts were logged; 2/4 KID F/C 3:25-3:30 AM; KDRO testing 3:20-3:30; KIUP on lengthy test till 3:35 AM; KCOR hr on new station on 2/5 with Spick program but occasional English announcements. WPAT had nice show which came in fair. Now for my 2 best catches; 2/5 KGAK Gallup, NM hr testing 3:35-3:45 beneath WCPO and secondly on 2/6 KCWJ Palms Springs Calif hr testing on the 1340 mess 4:05-4:15 AM; KCWJ began operations on 2/12 and rpts to W L Murtough, CE; Station KQSF hr several times with an alnite program; KOPN hr 2/16 with reg weekly SAT AM F/C 3:30-3:45 on 1450 Several recent veries were KBNE by C C Applegate, Mgr; KIUP by John L Antic, ce and WDEL verie card by J G Walsh. Veries indeed slow in coming in. Rpts out to WHIT-on DX-WKVM-KSMA-WLRC-KOTA-CMHR-KNIE-KXLA-WGTC-WSMB-KTD-KDRO-KCOR-WPAT-KGAK-KCQJ-KONP-KQSF- Fellows KDH will DX Remember the DATE.

DAVE THOMAS-PROCTORVILLE O Just had nice visit from Robert Teachout and Thomas Estrada. Had em go over my Spick veries and confirm that they were all real stuff, as these fellows were able to read-translate it as sight Estrada was from Peiban, Michoacan in Mex while Teachout was from the Keams Canyon (Navajo & Hopi Reservations) Ariz. Expect to get from their respective areas some DX programs when they return to Mexico. Much interested in coverage of low powered xmttrs and their use in Mexican fields and wanted to see how we got out here so well with their power. Months ago I rpted a station in Daltriatreast (UOHN) 660 kcs. Rec word that Lt Comm of Radio Electronics of USSR who visiting in States would be at my place and pay me a visit and perhaps see my equipment and exchange some radio data. Hope the visit will result in a few USSR DXes for IDXS. CMKY was swell on their DX. Otherwise no DX sp as to speak. Hope CKPG comes thru TUES. Expect they be much harder to get than La Paz.

ERIC BRISTOW-CHICAGO ILL Cold better, hrd KFNF-WGAC-KNET all new-WHIZ dup Testing on 2/14 WIZE-WGCM-WAIR-KWOS-KHBO; 2/15 WPAD-WGRK-KYUM-KRIC-WARC. Hrd WBBB, no good for rpt. Wrote TNX to KGER-WFBF. To DUGGAN Got WKEW signed in red letters and a big Red E initial. No CKWK here. Will try CKPG. (Eric on that WKEW, dont you mean WKEU??—Pop.)
In a letter from Villaneuva indicates that they are having verie cards printed up and will send them out upon completion. Their previous supply had been exhausted and conditions at the time (shortage of materials) made it impossible to order new ones. Villaneuva says he likes to send prompt veries. So about all we can do is sit tight and wait, however try and report their DX ‘on Feb 24th.’

J Warren Routzahn-York PA Since last report I logged WATW-XEQR-CMKY-WPFB-KOVO. Received veries from WATN-KEUR-WKBH-WING-WKWF-CFQC-WATW-WKHX-WAGC-KTRB-KMOX. 2/6 picked up F/Cs KHMO 3:42; WGRG 3:53; WATW 4:40; WGLL 4:20 2/9 Tried CJOC, got weak signal, tuned off to wait and see if KNX would get off, but when I tuned back there was no signal on 1050; KMOX s/off 2:30; WUAZ was calling CQ at 3:55; KFWB s/off 4; 2/11 Rpted KGAS on F/C 3-3:15 Tried for CKWX but nothing doing on the 15th, doubt if they were on, got WHBB on F/C 4:15; 2/16 CMKY DX well hrd on 1535 lc with WSNB on 1350; KANS F/C 2:25; KPXM s/off 3; 2/18 WPFB on F/C 3:05-3:10; WASK 3:20; KOVO 3:30 to 3:45 weak but clear. Western Canadians seem to be a washout for me.

Harold Bowers-Concord Mass Well back in the states once again and ready to start DXing. Before I found skeds showing what stations tested on the 1st MON, 3rd XXT TUBS etc most helpful in locating the times most advantageous to DX. Do you know if by chance there is any such listing available now? (Sorry Harold none I know of that are very accurate, seems that a few of the boys took a lot of time and trouble to bring us lists of freq checks but it looks as if the stations are against us, seem to change much too often, however I am trying to get them all together and over the week end will try to get a copy off to you, but dont depend on its accuracy, however a good number will be found to be on as listed.—Pop) Local conditions have been against DXing, principally due to oil burners which the owners seem indifferent to correct. Perhaps I can add a few more stations this season but it is rapidly coming to an end. Four years in the Army certainly set one back in DX. My choice verification though is one from the local Army Radio Station where I was stationed in India. Was on 1305 kcs and used 1000 watts broadcasting local talent-recordings-transcriptions and rebroadcasts. Heard it on my crystal set in my tent 1 mile from the station. (OK Harold and very glad to have you back, lots of good luck and best wishes)

PFC S Henry Frankel-Brooks Brook, Yookon Terr Arrived here at this repeater station driving from Watson Lake, the 200 miles of Alaska Highway in 2 steps Left 2/8 and did first 100 miles to Swift River, then following nights rest resumed trip on a fresh snow covered road with dangerous curves and vicious snowfall in spots with driving wind. But made it OK. Now getting used to my new home. Only 1 radio here so wont be able to DX, isnt much anyway. Expect to remain here about 3 weeks then go to Whithorse, then fly down to Edmonton and finally to Camp McCoy for my discharge. This place called Brooks Brook is 60.3 deg N Lat and 133.0 deg West Long. About 100 miles ESE of Whitehorse. Received verie from CKRM on NRC DX. (OK 3rd good luck)

S/Sgt Don Reynolds—Sacramento Calif Well finally my rating and then also hope to be a civilian again sometime after Mar 15th or so. Can hardly wait to get back to my sign business and perhaps get a chance to do a bit of DX. Sure will be swell to co things you want. Don’t have anything on the subject of radio to report but I wont be long now. (Well Don we too will be very glad to have you back, so as you say, We’ll be seeing you—Pop)

Some Additional
New Stations
by
Dick Cooper

| 1240 | Reading | Penn | Eastern Radio Corp |
| 1240 | Billings, | Mont | Billings Brdg Co. |
| 1340 | Memphis, | Tenn | Herbert Herff |
| 1340 | Selma, | Ala | G W Covington Jr. |
| 1490 | Laurel, | Miss | Southland Brdg Co. |

Remember be on the look out for these new stations, WCMA on 1230 kcs now testing AMs, heard again the morning of 2/21 covering WTH & WCPD well.
NOTICE

SID STEELE—3815 MICHIGAN DRIVE—LOUISVILLE 12 KY Please boys note the new QRA, and remember to send in your latest BCB Contest entries to the above address so they will not be delayed. Anyone know who was on 1230 kcs from 3:45-4 when WCPO and WCMA were silent?? Seemed to loud to be CKPG. Logged 3 selections but couldn't make out announcements. (Tk it was WCMA Sid)

BOB SPENCER—BUFFALO N Y No rpts out this week, too cold to stay up for CKPG and darned W station checking 3:45 swm went to bed. (Well Bob you missed WCMA a new station with Equip test in Corinth, Miss-Pop) Ran out of coal here and dealer don't have enough to go around. 2 veries back, KTBC a letter stating they have a reg F/C 1st and 3rd SAT 3-3:30 AM EST and letter in Spanish from WMHK which definitely states my report is correct and verified, also mentioned again their program on 24th will be from 3-4 AM. Well thats my first Cuban verie but I worked for that one. Seem to explain about tardiness in verifying reports but Im not too good a translator. I asked them to include a statement about Verifying in answer to all correct rpts. Still 3 short of 200 mark.

BOB DUGGAN—MACON GA Last minute item advises that XET is cancelling their Feb 19th DX but will DX on Feb 16th and 23rd at 4 AM and also on April 6 for URBX at 4AM. Seem to be on every SAT at 4.

LEFTY COOPER—BROOKLYN N Y Mr Walter Mott, ce for KPKW advises that he has asked WEXL to stand by from 4:45-5 AM on morning of KPKWs DX. So if they do remember that thank you card or letter. Veries in from KSLM a beautiful card blue printing with large call and yellow base. CJCJ got only 6 verifiable reports and says they got a fine detailed report but to quote "Gave us a good report but nothing we heard was our stuff" So he says is he says he heard or verified him, tell him "Nuts" for me-Hi.

MEMBERS SERVICE FUND

Total on hand last bulletin Feb 16th was $6.15, then a donation from S/SGT Al Maley of $2.00 brings it up to a total of $8.15 as of February 23 1946.  

W'll thats all there is boys, and I want to thank you (or should I thank the sun spots) for a little let up this week, boy its really appreciated. Please dont think I am kicking but back to 8 pages for a week kinda relieve a guy after banging out 10-11-12 pages the last few weeks.

However heard WFBL sign off this morning and on again at 5:15 AM and so boys be sure to write those thank you cards to both WFBL and KGER as they certainly deserve it. WFBL gave us a swell boost when they came on at 5 and announced then went off, then again when they came on at 5:15 AM. Don't know what KGER said, but from their letter I believe that they did as well for your Club. Maybe some of the west coast members can tell us what KGER announced, Also remember that Thank you to WCPO for their s/off on CKPG. It is the least you boys can do for these stations. Then if on the Mar 5th WEXL signs off for KPKW, it means another Thank you. So do it.

Please remember about our issues for the different contests. First issue of month for Heard-Verified standings; Second issue for BCB Contest standings and the Third issue of the month for our Foreign BCB Contest. Also don't forget Sid Steele's new address, appears at top of this page.  

And lastly, lets try to report frequency checks of stations that have not been listed in quite some time. But be sure it is a regular monthly or semi monthly or bi monthly check. Give date-day-time heard and if announced as reg check. And in reporting foreign stations, please mention their freq. I may have left some out myself, but if reported will insert them for the benefit of others. W'll thats all boys and good DXing the last little while of this season. Even with the sun spots lately, I think it has been a good season and although the alnites do hurt us, we still done well.